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DCFZ    Dongchuan fuzhi 東川府志
DCFXZ    Dongchuan fuxuzhi 東川府續志

MSL    Ming shilu 明實錄. 1399-1628 (Taipei: Zhongyang yanjiu yuan yuyan yanjusuo, 1964–1967)

QSG    Qingshi gao 清史稿, comp. by Zhao Erxun 趙爾巽 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1977)

QSL    Da qing lichao shilu 大清歷朝實錄, 1635 -1895, Tokyo: Daizô Shuppan Kabushiki Kaisha, 1938

QL    Qianlong reign 乾隆 period, 1736-1795

SKQS    Jing yin wenyuange siku quanshu 景印文溯閣四庫全書, comp. by Ji Yun 詹賛 and others, (Taipei: Tanwan shangwu yinshuguan, 1983-86)

YZ    Yongzheng 雍正 reign period, 1723 – 1735

YZZPZZ    Yongzheng chao hanwen zhupi zouzhe huibian 雍正朝漢文批奏摺彙編, ed. by Zhongguo diyi lishi dang’an guan 中國第一歷史檔案館 (Nanjing: Jiangsu guji chubanshe, 1989)

YSC    Yunnan shiliao congkan 雲南史料叢刊, ed. by Fang Guoyu and others (Kunming: Yunnan daxue chubanshe, 1990, 1998-2001)

ZTJZ    Zhaotong jiu zhi huibian 昭通舊志彙編(Kunming: Yunnan renmin chubanshe, 2006)

ZYSZG    Zhang Yunsui zougao 張允龢奏稿 in Yunnan shiliao congkan, ed. by Fang Guoyu and others, vol. 8: 527-774
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